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Let f: R” + R be a weighted homogeneous polynomial such that df(0) = 0. Let L = 
{x E S”-’ If(x) = O}. It is a well-known fact that the Euler characteristic x(L) is an even 
number. Szafraniec [8] gave an expression for x(L) in terms of the local topological degrees 
of two explicitly defined maps. These degrees may be computed algebraically by the 
Eisenbud-Levine formula, i.e. by calculating signatures of certain bilinear forms [2]. 
Unfortunately, practical methods of calculating these signatures are not easy. In this paper 
we shall show how to calculate the simpler topological invariant x(L)/2 mod 2 using simpler 
algebraic methods. Our approach requires only computing dimensions of appropriate local 
algebras. It is proper to add that we do not assume that f has an isolated singularity (hence 
L does not have to be smooth). In the case of homogeneous polynomials, similar work has 
been done by Szafraniec [7]. 
Let d,w,, . . . . w, be positive integers. For every 1 E C” and z = (zl, . . . , z,) E C” we shall 
denote l.z = (AwlZ1, .. . , nwnZ,). Let f: R” + R be a weighted homogeneous polynomial of 
degree d with respect o the weights wl, . . . , w,, i.e. f&x) = A”f(x) for every x E UP, 1 E R. 
Assume that df(0) = 0. Condition f(1.x) = ndf(x) is equivalent o equalities If = 1 elk wk = d 
for such c( = (Q, . . . . tl,) E N” that f(x) = C, a,x’, hence it is proper to assume that integers 
4 w 1, ..., w, have no common divisor. Let us first consider the case when fc has an isolated 
singularity at the origin. It turns out that in this case the number x(L)/2 mod 2 is determined 
only by numbers d, wl, . . . , w,. To see this, we introduce first some notation. Let 
A, = {XES”-llf(X) >O}, A_ = {x&S”-’ If(x) < 01. From the Alexander duality the- 
orem we have 
X(/t_) = x(S”_‘) + (- l)“x(S”_l\A_) = X(&S-l) + ( - l)“X(A+\L). 
Since origin is an isolated critical point of f, A + , A_ are (n - 1)-dimensional manifolds 
with boundary L. So x(A+) = x(A+ \L) and x(4_) = x(A_\L). Hence x(A_) = 
x(5?‘-‘) + ( - l)“x(A+). Clearly x(L) = x(A+) + x(,4_) - x(S~-~). Thus we obtain 
X(L)/2 - 
0 if n is odd 
~(4,) if n is even. 
A + is a fixed point set of a complex conjugation acting on a set B+ = {z E C” I II z I/ = 1, 
fc(z) > 0}, hence ~(4,) - x(B+) mod 2. From [3] we have x(B+) = 1 + ( - l)n-r p(f), 
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where p(f) = dim @ [[zi, . . . . z,]]/(&/~z,, . . . , &&/dz,) is the Milnor number of fc. Ac- 
cording to [4], p(f) = (d/w, - 1). ..: (d/w, - 1). Combining these facts we conclude that 
X(L)/2 = 
Omod2 if n is odd 
1 +( - l)“+‘p(j)mod2 if n is even 
which is our claim. Therefore we are interested only in the case when fc has a non-isolated 
singularity. 
We begin with the following construction due to Szafraniec [S]. Write d = 2’u, where 
r and u are integers, u is odd. Put a = 2’. Let p be the smallest positive integer such that 
2p > d and p = Omod a and each weight wk divides p. Let ak = p/w, and let 
0 = 0(x1, . ..) x,) = i xta”/2ak. 
k=l 
Set g + = +f-w.LetZ+,Z_ c rW[[x, ,..., x,]] are ideals generated by all partial deriva- 
tives of first order of g+ , g_ , respectively. According to [8] 
dimIW[[xl,...,x,]]/Zi < co. 
This means that 0 E C” is an isolated point in sets of critical points of g + and g _. Thus (g + )c 
defines a Milnor fibration with fibre F(g + ). Due to [3], 
x(F(g*))= 1+(- 1)“-%(9+)~ (1) 
where p(g + ) is the Milnor number of (g + )c. It is a well-known fact that _ 
~(gi)=dim[WCCx,,...,x,ll/l+. (2) 
Let L = {x E S”-‘If(x) = O}. A ssume for the moment that m = 0, i.e. d is odd. Then 
from [S, Corollary 63 we have 
x(L)/2 = 1 - deg,(grad(g+)) - x(S”-l)/2, 
where deg, (grad(g+)) denotes the local topological degree of grad(g+) at 0. According 
to c91 
Thus we obtain 
de, (grad (9 + )I = P (9 + ) mod 2. 
THEOREM 1. Zf d is odd, then 
x(L)/2 = 1 + x(fF1)/2 + p(g+) mod2. 
LEMMA 2. Zf r is small enough, then 
x(L) = XW+) + X(M-) - x(S”-l). 
For proof see [S, Lemma 33. 
Renumbering the variables, if necessary, we may assume that wk = 0 mod 2 if and only if 
k~mwherel~mcn,i.e.w,,...,w,areevenandw,+,,...,w,areoddnumbers.Foran 
arbitrary function 4 : [w” + [w we will write 6 to denote its restriction to Rm x (0) c (w”. It is 
clear that polynomial 7 is weighted homogeneous in m variables. Again, by an argument 
due to Szafraniec [8], it can be shown that both (J+)c and (G_)c have isolated singularities 
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at 0 E C”‘, hence there are Milnor fibres F (Q+) and F (ij-), so we may write 
x(F@,))= 1 +(- 1)“-‘~&). 
Clearly, (2) also holds for g+ (with, of course, suitably changed right-hand side.) 
Let L = {x E S”-’ [T(x) = O}. 
THEOREM 3. Under the above assumptions, 
x(,9/2 + x(L)/2 = (1 + ( - l)“-“-‘)/2 - (&+) + (- lY’-“-‘p(9’+))/2’mod2. 
Proof Set~=exp(~i/a)E~and&=~‘.Forh=O,l,...,a-landzE@”wedefine 
h(z) = .?.z = (chWIZ1, . . . , E~“‘YZJ. 
Foranyh=O,..., a - 1 we have f,(h(z)) =fc(z), wc(h(z)) = oc(z), oc((tlh.z) = q(z), two 
last equalities being consequences of the fact that p 3 Omod a, and thus 
(g + )c (h(z)) = (g f )c (z). Since fc and oc are polynomials with real coefficients, the complex 
conjugation acts on F (g * ). Let G be the dihedral group of order 2a, i.e. the group generated 
by elements a, fl with the relations c? = 1, /P = 1, ap” = B-ha, h E Z. From the above, there 
is an action of G on the Milnor fibre F(g k ) given by: a(z) = Z, p(z) = E.Z. Suppose that 
zE F(g+) and that z = h(z) for some 0 < h < a - 1. Then zk = Ehwkzk for k = 1, . . . . n. 
Assume that zk # 0 for some k. Then hwk E Omod a. Since h f 0 mod a, it follows that 
wk_Omod2.Thusweobtainzk=Ofork>m.WriteAh={zEF(g+)(h(z)=z}.Ifh=a/2 
then ahwrzk = zkexp (2nawki/2a) = ( - l)wkzk, hence Aoiz = {z E F(g+)Jzk = 0 for k > m} = 
F(g+) n (a=“’ x (0)). 
Thus, for 1 < h d a - 1 we have A,, c A,,,. It follows that 
0-l 
,il 4, = 42. (4) 
Assume that h(Y) = z and 0 < h < a - 1. Then zk = E hwr.& 1 < k < n, and consequently 
zk = $wk xk, where & E R [s]. Set X = (X1, . . . . x,). The polynomial f is weighted homo- 
geneous, hence fc(z) = qhdf(x). We have 
vhd = exp(rrhvi) = 
1 if h is even 
- 1 if h is odd, 
(recall that v is odd) and then 
Hence 
f(z) = 
f(x) if h is even 
-f(x) if h is odd. 
g+(z) = 
i 
g+ (x) if h is even 
g- (x) if h is odd. 
Let & = {z E F(g+)( h(.f) = z}, Ch = {z E F(g-)Jh(f) = z]. Then 
X(&) = 
x(B,,) if h is even 
x(C,,) if h is odd. 
We next claim that if 
then 
O<h<h’<a-1 (*I 
&, n B,,, = Ao,2 n Bj, n Bh,. (6) 
(5) 
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Let z E Bh n B,,#. Choose k > m. Then zk = qhwkxk = qh’wk~; where &, xi E R. This implies 
that 1 xk 1 = Ix; I. Conversely, suppose that & # 0. We thus get wk (h’ - h) - 0 mod a. Since 
wk is odd, it follows that h’ - h = 0 mod a, which contradicts assumption (*). 
Our next goal is to calculate 
BY (4)9 
a-l a-l a-1 
IJ Ah U u Bj = Aa,, v u Bje 
h=l j=O j=O 
To simplify notation, we write B, instead of A,,, I Clearly, 
a-l = c ( - 1)4-l& 
q=l 
where S, = 1, T,, J = (j,, . . . . j4), 0 < ji < *a* < jq < U, and T_, = x(Bj, n -‘* n Bj,). We 
may write S, =CHTH+CITr, where H=(hl,...,h4), O<hl <+sv<h,=a, I= 
(i 1 ,..., i,),O<il <as.<i,<a.Thus 
s q+l = c T,. + 1 T,, 3 
1, 11 
whereIa=(il ,..., i,,a),Il=(i; ,..., iI,+l),Odi; <.~~<i~+,<a.Ifq=athen 
S - &+I q+l 
By (6), z:, TI = Cr. TIa and consequently 
= i x(Bj) - *il x(&, n B,). 
j-0 h=O 
Applying (5) we obtain 
a-1 
= ~(x(Bo) + X(c0))/2 + XPa) - C XPh n BaJ. 
h=O 
G acts on F(g+) - uyEo B, freely and has 2u elements, hence 
Put b = u/2. It is easy to check that Bh n B, = Bht n I?,, where h = 0, 1, . . . . b - 1 and 
h’ = h + b. Thus 
b-l 
X(F(g+)) z b(X(Bo) + x(CO)) + x(B~) - 2 C X(-k n Ba) mod 2~. 
h=O 
Bydefinitiong”,:IW”~aB.Forz’=(z,,...,z,)~@”andh=O,l,...,b-l,wedefine 
h(L) = (EhW1zl, s.., .shwm z,), &, = (z’ E F(@f+)l h(S) = z’>, eh = {z’ E F(&)/h(Z) = z’]. Us- 
ing the same arguments as above we can prove that 
x@h) = 
x(fio) if h is even 
x(c,) if h is odd. 
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Clearly x(B,) = x(F(g+)) and x(&h) = x(& n B,) for h = 0, . . . . b - 1. Thus we can write 
XV%+)) = WBO) + x(C01) + x(FG+)) - b(x@o) + xtCb)l mod 2a. (7) 
According to [9], we have 
and 
x(FG, 1 n Rrn) = x(S~-~) + ( - l)“x({x ESmml ISi (4 < O}). 
Applying Lemma 2 we obtain 
MO) + X(C0) = 2x(S”_‘) + ( - 1)” (xb? + xv- ‘1) 
and 
x(B,) + x(G)) = 2x(Sm-‘) + ( -1)” (x(Z) + X(Srn_i)). 
Combining (l), (3) and (8) with (7) we obtain 
(8) 
1 + (-l)“-‘a = b(2#“-‘) + (-l)“x(L) + (-l)n@-‘)) + 1 
+ ( -l)“-‘@+) - b(2#‘-‘) + (- l)“x(z) 
+ ( - l)m~(Sm-l)) mod 2a. 
Taking into account the fact that x(S”-‘) = 1 + ( - l)n-l we can write (after an easy 
computation) that 
b(X(L) + ( - l)n-m-lx(~)) = b(1 + ( - l),-m-1) - (p(g+) + ( - l)“-“-‘p(g”+)) mod 2a. 
Dividing both sides of the above congruence by a we get 
x(L)/2 + ( - 1)fl-m-1x(L”)/2 = (1 + ( - 1)“-“-‘)/2 - (p(g+) + ( - lr-“-‘p@+))/a mod 2. 
Clearly, x(L)/2 + ( - l)n-m-l x(i)/2 = x(L)/2 + x(f))/2 mod 2, which completes the 
proof. q 
Clearly, repeated application of Theorem 3 enables us to express x(L)/2 mod 2 only in 
terms of the dimensions of appropriate local algebras (at the last step one has to use 
Theorem 1). It is possible to write an explicit formula for x(L)/2 mod 2, however, it requires 
to introduce some further notation. 
In the following examples we shall apply a computer program by Andrzej tecki. The 
author wants to thank A. tecki for cooperation. 
Example. Let f(x, y, z, t) = x4yt4 + x5yz + x5y4. The polynomial f is weighted 
homogeneous, where d = 18, wl = w2 = 2, w3 = 6, w4 = 1. Hence p = 12, 
g+ (x, y, z, t) = x4yt4 + x5yz + xsy4 - x12/12 - y’2/12 - z4/4 - P/24, 
g(x, y, z) = x5yz + x5y‘+ - x=/12 - y’2/12 - z4/4. 
A computer has calculated that ,u (g + ) = 4605, u (d + ) = 2 19. Thus, from Theorem 3, we have 
x(L)/2 + ( - 1)4-3-’ x(L”) E 1 + (4605 + (- 1)4-3-1219)/2 = 2413 - 1 mod 2. 
From Theorem 1 we get x(z) - 1 + 1 + 219 = 1 mod 2 hence x(L)/2 = 0 mod 2. 
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Example. Let 
f(x, y, z, t) = x2yzt + y2z4 + xy2z2 + y2zt + xyz3t + x4y + x2y2 + y3. 
The polynomial f is weighted homogeneous, where d = 12, w1 = 2, w2 = 4, w3 = 1, w4 = 3. 
Thus, p = 12, 
g+ (x, y, z, t) = x2yzt + y2z4 + xy2z2 + y2zt + xyz3t + x4y + x2y2 + y3 - ~~~/24 
- xl2112 - y6/6 - ~~~124 - ta/8, 
8+(x, y) = x4y + x2y2 + y3 - x12/12 - y6/6. 
A computer has calculated that p(g+ ) = 986 and p(g+) = 10. Thus, from Theorem 3, we 
have x(L)/2 + x(L))/2 - 0 - (986 - lo)/4 = -244 s 0 mod 2. We now apply Theorem 3 
again, with f replaced by j;” to obtain x(z)/2 + x(i)/:)/2 = 1 - (10 - 2)/2 = -3 E 1 mod 2, 
where, according to definition, L^ = {y E Iw 111 y 11 = 1, f(0, y, 0,O) = O}. f(0, y, 0,O) = y3, 
hence x(L) = 0. Thus x(z)/2 z 1 mod 2 and consequently x(L)/2 E 1 mod 2. 
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